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empty of people and yet so appropriately available to represent and authenticate this immediate experience of my travels.
This essay examines a portion of the history of technology behind that image with an eye to where things fall on and off maps. The case at hand is particularly germane because it involves the realization of natural space beyond the confines of the globe: the literal "outer space" of the Space Age and consequent redefinitions of the human sphere below. Thus this discussion revolves around twin meanings of the term "space," one thought in physical terms and the other in human terms. This unavoidable word play serves to underline the historicity of the abstract expanse of the universe, recalling that before the launching of the first artificial satellite there was no active outer space to redefine the more immediate active one below-in a sense, no modern sky above a modern ground. I would advance the claim that technologies associated with the exploration and commercialization of outer space have significantly transformed experiences of "social space" on a global scale, exemplified by the redefinition of the equator relative to rockets and satellite orbits. The example of Kourou and the Guiana Space Center both illustrates this point and describes its anthropological significance, serving as a reminder that human technologies unfold between horizons of human history and geography and also amid narratives of human temporal location embedded in expressions such as "Stone Age" and "Space Age," for technologies, in addition to acting on the world, play significant roles-literal and symbolic-in efforts to differentiate between groups of humans inhabiting it, both past and present.
What follows, then, is written between theory and empirical observation, moving back and forth from general themes to a particular instance and invoking more than one modern narrative tradition. Even as its subject is alternately abstract and exact, so too will be the language, for I would make my point as I have found it: between general statements, personal experience, reflection, and the words of others.' If there is a special promise in the social study of science and technology, I believe it lies in the incongruities of the objects under scrutiny, their mixture of irrepressible artificiality and naturalizing certainty. Unsettling definitions of realms social and natural, scientific practices, and technological artifacts open a back door to anthropology, returning us to an order of humans through an order of things. By its very existence, the space center in French Guiana negotiates the boundary of worlds, providing means of transportation across them. In examining the context of this technical center with respect to issues of place and space, then, the goal is to dislodge discussions of modern technology, reorienting global and local realities, machines, and human lives.
Place and Space, Modernity, and Anthropology I begin with a quick further delineation of what is intended by the terms "place" and "space" and what this article calls the "placeless space" of modernity. Recently, much has been written about the promising return to theoretical significance of concepts of social space, in part inspired by Foucault's reminder that space is a concept central to modern power and that the creation of modern space anchored in modern places allows the practice of modern life (Foucault 1980 ; Livingstone 1992; Pred and Watts 1992). Here I follow strains of Anglo-American geography and French theory, as briefly embodied in Yi-Fu Tuan and Michel de Certeau, and their deceptively simple separation of categories of space and place. Tuan reminds us that human experience involves movements and pauses, the former corresponding to our sense of space and the latter to our sense of place. "What begins as undifferentiated space," he writes, "becomes place as we get to know it better and endow it with value" (Tuan 1977, 6 ). In de Certeau, this observation translates into a clear distinction between place, as a description of position, and space, as a description of practice, establishing a grid on which to map a geography of science and technology. Together, space and place describe the extent of life; the particular is realized through action, in vectors of motion across bounded locations. We know a street or a mountain by walking it, taking its measure through time (Certeau 1984, 117) . Thus space and place, while defined in opposition to each other, can only be understood in their relationship as stable binary categories, linked through experience.
Yet one central ambition of a modernist ethos could be described as the erasure of location in nature. The experience of natural place is to be replaced by that of built space, given conditions with a controlled environment. Streets can be standardized, ordered by type and function, and evenly paved. To maximize speed, an ideal highway would have no hills or curves and, as a result, would offer a uniform experience. With its uniform buildings, the modernist city can be located anywhere, positioned by charts of reason rather than history or by a national vision rather than a river or coast (Holston 1989 ). Thus what began as a clear distinction between human experience of mobile spaces and fixed places grows more complicated when considering distinctively modem settings. What develops in such situations can be described, then, as a sense of "placeless space," a state of experiencing mobility without geographical locality.
Anthropology is a discipline long concerned with space and place. Its preferred source of knowledge is the "field" (a destination requiring physical or psychological movement on the part of the researcher), and its preferred object of study is a geographically bounded group (in the case of ethnography, often localized to the level of a village). Along certain strands of the ethnographic tradition in cultural anthropology, the rhetorical function of this focus on the local scale and setting has often been to challenge overly categorical statements of human nature. To write an anthropology explicitly acknowledging modernity (Rabinow 1989; Faubion 1988) , and especially one that recognizes modern technology (Escobar 1994) , one would want to review the general narrative of placeless space and test its analytic fabric against experience in the world, for it is precisely along this divide between local and universal where domains of "traditional" and "modern" find definition as well as their respective narrations: ethnography and theory. Contrast the careful, occasionally numbing detail at the root of an ethnographic monograph describing a traditional society and its particular milieu (say, Evans-Pritchard 1940) with the wide sweep of a theoretical discussion of modern existence (say, Heidegger 1977). In the one, we find exact coordinates of a locatable people (The Nuer); in the other, we find an effortless abstraction of universal concept (The Question Concerning Technology). Exceptions exist, of course, in both directions; ethnography makes certain appeals to human universals and theory to located examples. But between the two, the force of gravity is neatly reversed: modernity floats upward while tradition roots in the ground.2 By explicitly concentrating on knowledge and tools, key symbolic and material aspects that constitute modern life, the social study of science and technology offers a natural gateway into the spatial distribution of modernity. Indeed, recently there has been considerable interest in issues of social space within its parameters (Ophir and Shapin 1991; Lynch 1991) as well as increased cross-fertilization with strains of anthropology (Hess and Layne 1992; Pfaffenberger 1992). Borrowing a trick or two from the traditional pursuits of tradition, the new ethnographers of the world of modern knowledge (e.g., Latour and Woolgar 1986; Traweek 1988) have described laboratories and experiments as the key locations within it (Knorr-Cetina 1992; Pickering 1992 ). Yet social studies of science, exuberantly focused on the fruitful site of the laboratory, have spent less time outside its extended bounds in the fields beyond. When ethnographic procedures have been introduced into the social study of science, the study of a restricted domain-the research center or laboratory-becomes a project framed against philosophical debates about knowledge claims. In such a setting, the discussion, although appealing to social context, frequently retains a universal rather than a local flavor. The social spaces in question lie at the heart of modernist science and technology, close to the great arteries of the industrially developed world. Local place recedes behind a typology of urbanized spaces while the lived interactions of professional practice overshadow those of cultural practice. Such is the vision of the laboratory. (Castells and Hall 1994) . Thus, for all their neutralizing elements, laboratories and machines are not simply neutral. And science and technology outside the core, probes and instruments outside laboratory walls, and machines outside of urban environments operate amid a welter of climates and encounters, observing and influencing, acting and malfunctioning. In following such phenomena, one encounters a world of natural and social places amid the technical space of science, remnants of an older space of knowledge-the field-a space that can in turn reveal human terrains hidden behind the tools of the laboratory; for while modern sensibilities may stress pure categories, modern technologies rarely keep still, and bearing down their specific intersections often leads one far afield, across conceptual and disciplinary boundaries and between ideas and actions (Haraway 1989; Latour 1987 ).
Thus we return to classic motions of anthropology: gyrations between situated and general, traditional and modern, natural and cultural. The challenge, however, is to take the modern as seriously as that which it has been positioned against, to respect the present as well as the past (Rabinow 1992) , to become, in Latour's (1993) terms, symmetrical, to cease insisting on the pure gravity of categories. In this way, we can turn to asking the central question at the edge of modern place: what then, is outer space, and how did it come to be? Nature Reordered: Space Technology and the Globe Exerting himself to look out into space, man did not descry something entirely different and alien; rather, what was held out to him was a cosmic mirror of his own world, of its history and its potential. (Blumenberg 1987, 676) In the middle of the twentieth century, outer space was still a concept defined in a single direction; one looked up through the sky, not down from beyond it. The earth had but a single satellite, the moon, and the man on it was a figure of poetry, not technological triumph. Beyond the atmosphere lay a realm for astronomic observation and literary speculation, not exploration or commercial development. But when nineteenth-century Western imperial expansion began to unravel, ink drying on the last white areas of its terrestrial maps, a new and final frontier was defined, one above the emerging political boundaries of First, Second and Third Worlds (McDougall 1985). Frequently described in language of colonial conquest (the inexorable "progress of mankind" now continuing beyond the confines of a single planet), this frontier reflects both a logical extension of modernist ambition and its limits. Outer space describes that which lies beyond place, stretching between things away from the familiar globe. To imagine this beyond as a frontier is to invite its exploration yet is also simultaneously to reposition the surface already known. The earth becomes a whole and suddenly intimate place, one that can fulfill the promise of Copernicus by traveling across another sky (Blumenberg 1987) . Moreover, thanks to the compelling present tense of photography, it can be seen from a distance and recognized as a globe, that potent symbol in reconceived relations to the environment (Ingold 1993 ).
Yet this reorientation of Earth is not solely a matter of cosmic perception or contemplation; there are significant technical consequences as well for science, politics, and economics. A vast vacuum free of gravity requires no pump (Shapin and Schaffer 1985) , inviting scientific research while holding it to new standards, those of the laboratory beyond the atmosphere. To a properly equipped eye in orbit, the stars above and the land below grow sharper; earth, sky, and weather all can be monitored more intimately (Lambright 1994; Mack 1990 ). Points on the globe need no longer be connected directly to each other but can instead acquire new significance through their relation to the zone above the atmosphere. In a sense, what has been a geometry of two dimensions becomes a geometry of three, as connections are no longer restricted to the surface sphere of the planet. A platform in space offers not only an imperial vantage point across continents but also a potential beacon between them, circumventing geographical markers on the ground and altering their meaning.
The foregoing sketch abbreviates many stories. European conceptions of time and space shifted dramatically between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as witnessed by artistic movements under various banners of "modernism," while the establishment of universal time zones, news services, telephones, radio and television networks, and aircraft radically altered the rate and topography of everyday life (Kern 1983; Read 1992 ). Yet to evoke the meaning of the Space Age, with all its powerful technological and representational possibilities, a certain degree of abstract distance is necessary, for while the airplane opened the sky and moved through it at dramatic elevations, and while the radio tower filled the air with waves (bypassing ground connections), neither made the limits of the earth entirely visible or transparent. Space technology closed the sky again, bounded it from above and sealed it whole. Only then could the sky become fully modern in an active technological sense, and only then could what lay beyond it become meaningful as space, a vast sea of darkness surrounding a blue and green point of unified, singular human place. To illustrate this general redefinition of human space through the realization of outer space, let us turn to the example of the development of satellite communications and the consequent redefinition of the equator.
The development of satellite communications is one of the most fully realized transformations of the Space Age as well as one of the best illustrations of placeless space: the effortless spread of information across the globe (Pool 1990 ). Yet the system of communication satellites that frees worldly connections, lifting news and advertisements across national boundaries and exchanging calls between time zones, does not itself float free. Communication satellites are restricted to a well-defined geosynchronous orbit that conforms to the geometry of the planet and matches its motion. The significance of this point was first grasped in 1945 by a young British astronomer and future science fiction luminary, Arthur C. Clarke, who pointed out that, rather than rising and setting in the sky, a satellite in such an orbit would remain constant relative to a chosen area of the globe and thus be in a position to provide it with continuous communication support.3 Signals could be sent from one location within that area and then transmitted to another. With a carefully positioned set of such space platforms, signals could even be relayed between them and thus from one side of the world to another (Clarke 1968, 37) .
After the launch of Sputnik I in 1957, Clarke's proposal took on a new aura of practicality, and during the early 1960s orbiting bundles of mirrors and circuits named Telstar and Early Bird became its fledgling realization. Just twenty years later, satellite communication had become an industry standard and the primary focus of commercial activity in space, while the artificial satellite was a naturalized part of the sky. High above the equator, revolving along with it, lay a string of essential hubs for the networks spread below. The ritual marker of mariners had become a concern of rocket engineers, transformed from a line of division on the surface of the globe to a newly significant range of points above it. The process of achieving geosynchronous orbit, however, redefined geography with a new practical physics, one with technological consequences on the ground, for to have satellites in orbit, after all, one must first get them there.
Although a large number of nations currently use satellite technology, relatively few possess the technology to launch payloads into space. By virtue of other factors of economic history, the industrial centers of the world, including the original giant twins of the space race, are located relatively high in the Northern Hemisphere. In terms of achieving geosynchronous orbit, this position is less than ideal, as the further one is from the equator, the more fuel must be expended to place a satellite above it. The primary launch sites established by the United States and the former Soviet Union were both well north, the former (Cape Canaveral, Florida) at 28? and the latter (Baikonur) at 45?. The location of these sites was driven by other considerations than those of proximity to the equator, especially the need for sparsely populated land to increase military security and decrease the risk of accidental civilian death, allowing the rockets and missiles of the cold war to fall mistakenly without mishap in preparation for their planned trajectories. In the case of Cape Canaveral, eastward access to the ocean gave the added benefit of launching over open water in the direction of the earth's rotation, allowing rockets to use the planet's momentum to help reach escape velocity. An ideal launch site for communications satellites would combine such positive attributes found at Cape Canaveral with a location as near as possible to the equator. This fact has not escaped the notice of certain states located deep in the tropics, and several of them (e.g., India, Brazil, and most recently Papua, New Guinea) have sought to capitalize on this newfound advantage of their geography.4 In so doing, they expose a technological irony of rocketry: the more remote a location, the better suited it is for explosive experiments. Thus, when seeking to leave the globe, wasteland becomes valuable and underdevelopment can appear a virtue. The same tropics that in the nineteenth century bore a sinister reputation for disease and disrepair beckon a key technology of the twentieth century. Nowhere is this reversal more apparent than in the place where such a launch site has been realized most successfully, Kourou, the example to which we now turn.
A Case in Point: European Space in French Guiana
Although the United States and the former Soviet Union dominated early space exploration, the field beyond the sky was not to remain theirs alone indefinitely, and a growing number of states and corporations have begun to seek a share of launch business. One semi-private cooperative European effort based in France, Arianespace, now even controls half the non-military market (European Space Agency [ESA] 1992). The French government has long played an eager third in the space race, committing early to the idea of a launch vehicle to go with its independent nuclear deterrent and sending the test satellite Asterix into orbit in 1965. The primary military launch site at Hammaguir, however, was due to be abandoned under the terms of withdrawal from Algeria, forcing the French to shift future operations elsewhere (McDougall 1985, 425) . They turned again to another integrated territory of the former empire, this one far more peripheral but less rebellious and equally well positioned in terms of latitude.
Part of France's first imperial expansion, the area of the globe north of Brazil known as French Guiana (or Guyane francaise) has survived as a continuing segment of French overseas presence. Over the nearly four centuries in between, it has witnessed a remarkable series of efforts to transform its low swampy land and large rain forest into a more profitable landscape. One after another they failed, due in large part to poor planning and execution but also to the attributes of the chosen location. Poorly positioned relative to trade winds and the rest of the French empire, French Guiana never received an adequate supply of slaves to match the plantations of the neighboring Dutch possession, and those that were established were often built on poorly chosen ground. A disastrous attempt to establish a European settler colony in 1763 gave the area a sinister reputation, one confirmed by its choice as a site for deportation during the French Revolution. Following emancipation in 1848, anemic attempts to encourage contract labor and immigration from Asia largely failed, and instead French Guiana was chosen as the primary penal colony of France, a notorious role it would play through World War II. Although the convicts represented only a minority of the colony's population, they cast a long shadow over its reputation, particularly after the highly publicized deportation of Dreyfus to Devil's Island at the end of the nineteenth century (Miles 1988 ). Other economic activities in French Guiana (subsistence agriculture and the exportation of gold, rubber, wood, etc.) never had significance on a world scale. Upon its formal integration into France as an overseas department in 1947, the area hardly seemed destined for anything other than a future matching its past: a continuing role as a marginal and insignificant appendage to a European nation (Henry 1981 Replaying the historical sequence in explicitly technical terms gives us a first point to consider: wilderness can have its uses, even for high technology. Or, more pointedly, space technology did not erase wilderness but rather found parts of it useful once it was properly redefined. Unlike a factory or railroad, which might value uninhabited land only in terms of its potential for development, for its transformation into a different kind of productive space, or for a destination, the space center found value in the openness of the land itself, in its marginal status relative to human networks, and in its position. Here, then, we have an example of a modern technology that acknowledges place.7
Yet the space program in French Guiana would also entail the construction of its own infrastructure-bridges, an expanded port, and an airport, to name a few-as well as inspiring waves of migration by creating labor markets for both skilled and unskilled workers. Engineers and technicians arrived from Europe, and laborers arrived from elsewhere in South America and the Caribbean. Social issues tied to development crept through the back door; the space center served as a catalyst for transformation, changing the local setting even while using certain of its physical and social attributes. As a consequence of the space program-partly planned and partly unintendedKourou grew from a quiet Creole village of 650 into a town of 14,000, the second largest in French Guiana, one with a significant migrant population and many of the goods and services common to a European landscape. And French Guiana grew with Kourou. Its population, which in the mid-1960s hovered around 40,000, has more than tripled since then. Even more significant from the perspective of local politics, much of the growth has come from legal and illegal immigration, particularly from Haiti, Surinam, and Brazil. Guyanais Creoles, the largest single ethnic group, now no longer represent a majority of the resident population. Although the space center has not been the only causal factor involved in this social transformation, it is the most prominent, and the wider influence is recognized by both its supporters and its detractors (Bilby 1990; Jolivet 1982 ; Mam-Lam-Fouck 1992).8
Thus the analytic picture before us grows more complicated. A technology that sought a measure of continuing wilderness for its work, a well-positioned margin for experimentation, nevertheless transformed that margin in the act of making it useful. To use the location, additions were made, both to create a site adequate to the needs of the project (such as the construction of a series of launch pads) and to create a network of support structures for the technical personnel (such as living quarters and recreation areas). Further personnel not directly tied to the technical project arrived to provide services approximating those of a culturally appropriate landscape for the technical personnel (e.g., restaurants, schools), and, due to the remarkable level of investment relative to the economy of the surrounding region, the project acquired another layer of unofficial personnel in marginal service categories (e.g., gardening, babysitting). In this way, a site that was chosen for characteristics of place becomes increasingly an epitome of the placeless space of modernity, full of objects and people that could be-and have been-elsewhere. Like the Ariane rocket it serves, the world of Kourou is an assemblage of imported parts; unlike the rocket, however, it remains awkwardly earthbound. Before us we have an almost cool December night on the coastal savanna. Although the light has faded too far to distinguish distant forms, in one direction stretches a green ocean of rain forest and in the other a sluggish brown sea. At the juncture where a slow river flows away from land lies a motley assortment of houses in Caribbean style, dimly lit by streetlights and serenaded by insects. People are out on the sidewalk visiting, four older men play a domino game, and a woman lounges at a corner, perhaps waiting for a lover or a customer. All the signs are in place; this is the tropics, and the pace is slow. Yet the town does not end with this tranquil image, and moving farther along the shore one passes an uninviting huddle of shacks amid puddles, displaying all the requisite symptoms of squalor. Farther still and the scene changes dramatically; huts give way to concrete apartment blocks and then suburban houses, laid out with the methodical certainty of largescale planning. Automobiles are parked in driveways, large, expensive models of the sort designed for cooler climes. Here and there a window flickers with the light of a television, and the streets are eerily empty.
Farther inland, a crowd surrounds a number of air-conditioned buses in a large parking lot. People are talking in small groups. Both male and female, they are dressed in casual but expensive clothes, and while they are of varied ages, the majority of them are light-skinned. Boarding the buses with them, one is lulled by the ride down the coast, passing a small colony of rather nondescript buildings sprinkled amid the thick scrub. From inside the window, the architecture could be that of post-industrial Belgium: glass, steel, and a few bright colors amid spotlights. Far beyond these architectural outposts, out amid the dark vegetation, a white pavilion casts its own pool of light. The passengers climb off the bus and walk to the pavilion; equipped with a round of drinks, they resume their conversations, occasionally glancing up at a series of televisions, which display shots of stern men sitting before machines, or out along an open corridor toward a small, brightly lit object on the horizon, about the size of a match. The atmosphere is of a garden party, at the edge of some immense golf course. As a voice intones a descending series of numbers in French, the lights are lowered and the crowd falls silent, uniformly turning to face the distant match. The concentration grows palpable as the mood of the televised broadcast spreads beyond its screen. There is a flare, then a flash of light as bright clouds billow around the base of the sky. A new sunrise graces the night as the rocket slowly and ponderously begins to rise above the ground. Then, as if gathering confidence, it climbs faster, the light diminishing even as artificial thunder begins to sound. Growing smaller and smaller, it finally vanishes over the ocean, amid general applause. The lights go up, the mood relaxes, and drinks flow. A few minutes later, more cheering erupts as the figures in the control room smile and shake hands. Both humans and machines have performed as expected.
Champagne is served to invited guests beneath the tropical stars, toasting the newest addition to the heavens. Now that the rocket has successfully risen and vanished over the horizon, checkpoints around the launch zone are opened again. At a lonely intersection, a part-time Haitian security guard prepares to leave his post. The last Chinese store has closed, and an Amerindian checker at the Euro-supermarket has also departed to watch her television. In a crowded nearby shantytown, a Saramaka Maroon turns the page of his calendar filled with rockets while a Brazilian maid in an empty villa puts an Italian child to sleep. Somewhere above, marking the same equator but focused on another sky, a Japanese satellite will begin to broadcast. Europe's spaceport is working.
Let us compare this little collage to the opening postcard with its glowing machine. Where the postcard features a technology of things, we now find some human shadows; the focus that rested on a stable center shifts outward along the range, and the center grows blurred. Rather than a single universalizing object, we now have an amalgam of particular lives, imperfectly anchored around a technical event. Technology in action unravels along many lines, blurring the object in question (Latour 1987 In a way, the launch itself reflects the presence and absence of the space center in French Guiana, for it is not necessary to be there to witness the event. Not only is a video feed transmitted by satellite to CNES, ESA, and Arianespace offices in Europe and elsewhere (Zabusky 1995) , but it is also broadcast live on local television. And yet a chartered plane of invited guests arrives from Paris for most every launch while members of some circles in French Guiana fish for formal invitations. Physical presence, even when technically bypassed, remains a mark of social distinction. And yet as the rocket rises, carrying its load, the signals of other satellites are raining down; in enclaves of Brazilian immigrants, one finds satellite dishes set to catch soap operas and soccer from farther south, providing them with alternative spectacles. Negating absence maintains other cultural distinctions. And yet if it is Europeans who care most for the launches, then it is also Europeans who travel to the interior in pursuit of the "real" jungle. What represents the local comes to be defined in global terms and vice-versa.
Just before leaving French Guiana in 1993, I had dinner with two young residents of Kourou, one a French citizen of Iranian descent who had grown up in the town, the other a Saramaka Maroon (a refugee from Surinam). The first was dressed well enough to attend any polite gathering in France-indeed he was now in university there-and the second wore a less transportable array of clothing and sat quietly because he spoke little French. The student gestured toward his companion and said to me, "Between us, you have all of Kourou." He meant, he went on to say, that between them lay extremes of circumstances, opportunities, and histories, the one treated as a metropolitan Frenchman and the other as a foreigner only recently emerged from an alien forest. The distinction between them was that between villa and shantytown: co-existing, interacting, ever separate lifeworlds. What was unusual, the student noted-with insight and regret-was that the two of them should be not just next to each other but actually sharing a meal.'? Cultural twists and social divides are hardly unique to Kourou, of course; I could describe equivalents in France or the United States. But in French Guiana, they lie on the surface, concentrated and exposed.
The Modern Sky and Technological Frontiers
At last the Middle Kingdom is represented. Nature and Society are its satellites. (Latour 1993, 79) Modern machines, then, can create a sense of universality, but at differing costs. By opening the possibility of outer space and reordering connections on the globe, a modern sky redefines human place. Categories as distinct as heaven and earth grow intertwined while artifice extends beyond horizons to see the world as one. Connections between what can be considered modern (civilization in an older rendering) and what is not (wilderness) lie exposed; certain boundaries between them blur. The same news broadcast can be heard simultaneously in Paris and Kourou, while a rocket can find a home in a rain forest. But at the same time, other boundaries are reinforced or even more starkly overlaid. The rocket comes and goes; it uses open space, preserving aspects of it, transforming others along its greater trajectory. A modern outpost, even a central one, is still not quite a center but rather an element of a frontier. And while the sky above us may be thought modern and by definition may bind the entire globe as one, it does not render an older human geography obsolete.
There is another way in which the opening postcard is an accurate illusion. The empty central panel awaits command; it is free, available, open to any viewer. And yet not just anyone can be in front of any machine; modern technology requires modern technicians. The room that could be anywhere welcomes an inhabitant who could be anywhere, or rather an inhabitant who has been somewhere else to learn how to live properly within these glowing walls. Placeless space is not free from culture or social norms, even if blurs location. Rather, it depends on mastery of a set of cultural and social codes that allow for the possibility of universalized, mobile experience-the recognition of things one has never specifically seen before. The stationery store in Cayenne was, in this sense, familiar to me before I entered it, for to live a modern life is to live with such experience of dislocation, with neutralized environments and transported technologies. It is the ability to imagine oneself a part of a placeless community, one extending well beyond the local horizon (Anderson 1991). Technical knowledge divides those who can face screens, who speak the language of machinery, from those who cannot. And the borders of modern technical knowledge, as well as its certification, are perhaps the most mobile and yet entrenched of all. The final frontier, it seems, is indeed a technological one, if not quite in the manner conceived by some of its enthusiasts.
This invocation of the term frontier in relation to technology is a deliberate appeal to colonial geography-to extensions, appendages, and the space of border societies. A frontier is a space of change, of boundaries and bridges, translations and things partly known or understood (Certeau 1984, 127) . Its images prove useful in Kourou, where the space of technical activity varies across social and natural landscapes: actions correspond to decisions made in Europe; buildings that could stand anywhere rise in a place chosen for its particularity; and people living in an Amazonian landscape receive information and commodities directly from Paris. Migration occurs in several directions: skilled workers from Europe, manual labor from surrounding countries. Materials are transported to an open shoreline, only to be assembled and sent aloft. Below, however, rest the attendant technologies, the airconditioning, computers, telephone booths, cars, and video equipment, for engineers, while they may hunt for pleasure, can hardly be expected to hunt and gather. The last point runs deeper than irony, for in the Guiana Space Center we have the anthropological story in miniature: different ends of "development" collapsing together, rain forest to rockets, the sudden transition of humanity from Stone Age to Space Age. As one visiting French executive pointed out, where else can you buy wooden arrows one day and watch a satellite launch the next?11 Irony lies on the surface here, but it is an irony born of technique. Beneath the swirl of unintended encounters (and attempts to talk about them) lies an instrumental rationale, translating the same set of local conditions into different languages of global possibilities. These encounters in turn call on other rationales and associated technologies, as production and consumption mingle together, as the culture of satellite extends back through the material of the rocket.
In a global system of science and technology, there are many divides and gaps (Worthington, 1993) . The topography of technology lies unevenly over the larger units of politics and economics. Within any city, along streets and even between or within houses, one finds different tools and systems and different levels of familiarity and access. At many points, technology and nature lie in contrast (e.g., a jet landing in a jungle) or even twist together (e.g., a high-fidelity recording of local animals for sale next to their habitat). But at certain points the connection itself becomes purposeful, redefining nature within a technical system. In such places, the seam of development lies bare; modernity creates clearings around itself to define itself. These clearings serve not only as dumps for byproducts but also as ranges for experiment and testing. The peripheral, then, is ultimately essential, in technical as well as symbolic terms.
Kourou, and French Guiana around it, is really less an example and more an exemplar, less representative of a margin and more the epitome of one, a place right on the divide between categories of nature and society. Definitions become simultaneously the most difficult, acute, and revealing at their borders, for it is here that they are most unstable, just where they must keep still. When large technical systems are displaced-that is to say, when technical space is realized in environments simultaneously defined as natural or non-technical-the displacement reverberates through a range of social, cultural, and technical dimensions. Surrounded by languid tropical heat and rains, the Guiana Space Center tries to accommodate the rhythms of Paris, tries to be modern-at a distance. In this unlikely (but carefully chosen) point on the planet, global technology is revealed to be awkwardly local, and nature and culture are revealed to be concepts in action rather than stable end points on an analytic grid. Concentrating on location, one encounters motion; concentrating on placeless space, one finds a place.
Questions of technology address both the centers and edges of modern knowledge and power. Between them, an anthropology that remembered technology beyond the study of material culture and its diffusion, and a social study of science that remembered anthropology beyond ethnographic technique, would find and describe place beyond villages and space beyond laboratories. Now place, now space, now twisting away from both stable categories, this topography would stretch over uneven terrain, shifting between natural settings, modern artifacts, and reinterpretations of both, between abstraction and specificity. Enacted in practice, such topography would constitute a mobile frontier, one often hidden behind other divisions and boundaries yet essential in defining human relations. Conceived in these terms, the vast expanse of a modern heaven weighs heavily on the ground. 11. The quip works more richly in French because one of the terms used for a rocket launch, tir, also describes the shooting of an arrow. While the artifacts in question are of the souvenir variety, meant to authenticate a jungle experience, hunting with guns and the consumption of exotic game animals remain popular and controversial activities in French Guiana.
